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ABSTRACT. It is proven that the set of all (bounded linear) operators
on a complex infinite dimensional Banach space having disconnected
spectra is an open uniformly dense subset of the algebra of all operators.

In [3, Problem 8], P. R. Halmos asked whether the set of all reducible
operators in a complex infinite dimensional separable Hubert space 2f?
is uniformly dense in the algebra S£(3tf) of all (bounded linear) operators
on 2tf. In the present note we answer affirmatively a related question:
Is the set of all operators on a Banach space X having nontrivial
complementary hyperinvariant subspaces dense in JSf (^)? (Recall that a
subspace Ji of SC is hyperinvariant for Te£?(SC) if AJta Jt, for all
Ae£?(SC) commuting with T [1]. Here and in what follows, subspace
means closed linear manifold.)
Moreover, we proved the following stronger (see [4]) result:
THEOREM. Let 3C be a complex infinite dimensional Banach space and
let TeS£{$£\ Then, given any s > 0, there exists an Ae£?{S£) such that
(1) rank (A) = 1 ; (2) \\A\\ < e, and (3) the spectrum of T + A is disconnected.

PROOF. Let a(T) (E(T)9 resp.) denote the spectrum (essential spectrum,
resp.) of T.
Let A0 be any point of E(T) such that ReA0 = max{ReA;Ae£;(T)}.
Then, for every compact operator K9 A0 e E(T + K) = E(T) a o{T + K\
and iLfollows from [4, Theorem 1 ] that, if there exists a A € a{T + K) such
that Re A > Re A0, then a(T + K) is disconnected, A is an isolated point
of a{T + K) such that (T + K - X)n$£ is closed for every n ^ 0 and, if
^ - Pi?= i(T + K - X)n9£ and JT = closure{U?= i ker(T + X - A)w},
then dim Jf = d i m ^ / ^ ) < oo.
Therefore, to complete the proof, it suffices to find an A satisfying (1),
(2) and such that A0 + y e a(T + A) for some y, 0 < y < e/2.
Since A0ebdry<r(T), there exists an x e f such that ||x|| = 1 and
|| ( T - A0)x|| < g/2 (see [2, Chapter 7]). By Hahn-Banach theorem, there
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